Connecting communities through digital
platforms to respond and recover from crisis
A CASE STUDY ON THE AUSTRALIAN 2019/2020 BUSHFIRE SEASON

Supporting East Gippsland businesses in 2020 Facebook Group
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REFLECTION
The following is an excerpt from a panel discussion recorded on 2 November 2020, available to view at facebook.com/facebookau.

The 19-20 bushfire season was the worst season we’ve ever had on record. Starting very early in the season,
we were averaging more than 1,000 fires a month because of the dryness of the landscape, the absence
of rainfall—we were in one of the worst droughts in memory and as the season rolled on, we ended up
experiencing more than 11,000 fires across the state.
Those fires consumed in the order of 5.5 million hectares, which is about seven per cent of the entire
geographic area of the state; 20-25 percent of the Great Dividing Range. Tragically, we saw considerable loss—
just under 2,500 homes destroyed, eco-systems, natural environment, domestic and wildlife were destroyed.
We also saw 26 lives lost in NSW, including seven firefighters, four volunteers during the month of December
and three air crew that died when their plane crashed in the south-eastern corner of the state.
So—a truly awful, unprecedented season that saw us investing considerably in communication: in
communicating warnings, communicating with our teams, communicating with the community, and relying on
the community to share information with us. We [NSW Rural Fire Service] were using all the tools available, but
we saw this extraordinary boom in the utilisation of social media, including Facebook.
What I also found quite interesting was during the season, we were using social media and Facebook as an
information-gathering tool. It all helped build our intelligence and ratify our understanding of where things were
up to. We learnt extraordinarily through that period that the more we provided, the more people wanted to
know, and the more people were happy to share.
What we also saw locally and across the globe was this extraordinary humanity—this outpouring of love and
support and compassion. And I think what social media and platforms like Facebook enable is to build that
community trust and confidence, to share information and tell stories about ‘it’s okay not to be feeling okay’.
And whilst social media’s got negative connotations...it’s actually sharing stories, it’s actually about providing
that hope and that confidence that individually and collectively, we can come together and we can rebuild
and we can help with our repair and our reconstruction…[and] our emotional and psychological wellbeing and
healing as individuals and community members.
The phrase I don’t like using and I won’t use is ‘social distancing’. As a matter of fact, what we’re all talking about
is ‘physical distancing’ and in a way, we need to be more socially connected and socially linked up now [more]
than ever before. I think positive results can come from using platforms such as Facebook and other social media
tools, to reinforce that community connectedness, providing trust, providing confidence, but also delivering hope
and normalising—particularly when we’re in our darkest of moments dealing with tragedy and adversity.

COMMISSIONER SHANE FITZSIMMONS
Resilience NSW
Former Commissioner of the NSW Rural Fire Service
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INTRODUCTION

Thinking ahead.

In unfortunate times of natural disasters, people use digital platforms
to let their friends and family know they’re safe, to raise awareness to
those outside the disaster area of what’s happening, and to help their
communities recover.

As policy makers, emergency responders and communities reflect on the Australian
2019/2020 bushfire season and how we can be better prepared and adapt for the
next one, we have developed this report to share insights about how Facebook’s apps
and products were used to contribute more information to this conversation.
The NSW Government released its Report of the NSW Bushfire Inquiry in August
2020. The report noted that with respect to the official NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS)
Facebook Page, 2,418 posts were made during the crisis to disseminate information
and warnings. Those posts were liked or shared 6.45 million times, and the NSW RFS
Facebook Page gained more than 260,000 new followers during the crisis.

At Facebook, we have listened to the community and sought to find ways to amplify their activities
and help people to use our services in direct response and recovery. We first launched Safety Check
in 2014, which was activated eight times in its first year. We have developed new tools to assist first
responders by making available Crisis Mapping data and new tools such as Facebook Fundraising to
help communities raise funds for personal appeals and non-profit organisations online.

But this is only part of the story -- we hope this report adds more detail about the role
of our services and our company in investing in Australia during a time of crisis.

In 2017 we launched Crisis Response, a centre on Facebook where people can find more information
about recent crises and access our crisis response tools in once place – including Safety Check,
Community Help and Fundraisers to support crisis recovery.

The NSW Bushfire Inquiry Report also made several recommendations where
there may be a further role for social media platforms to support future bushfire
preparedness and response efforts, including:

During the 2019/2020 Australian bushfire season, Australian and global communities came together
on our platforms in many different ways. Over tens of thousands of Australians used Safety Check
to mark themselves safe and more than 19,000 fundraisers were created to share donations with
individuals and non-profits. Facebook also invested time, product solutions and resources into helping
communities most impacted and local organisations that were supporting communities through the crisis.

Establishing a Bushfire Technology Fund, to support the development of technologies
and services to help anticipate, fight, recover from and protect against bushfires
(Recommendation 5);
Improving public information and warnings, including through the finalisation and
implementation of the Australian Warning System (Recommendation 14); and
Developing a public education campaign and support systems ahead of the next bushfire
season (Recommendation 35).

We trust that you find this report helpful to contributing to more connected and resilient
communities and small businesses here in Australia.

MIA GARLICK
Director of Policy,
Facebook Australia
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KYLIE HOLMES
Global Head of Disaster
Response, Facebook

ALISHA ELLIOTT
Head of Policy Programs,
Facebook Australia
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PART 1

Community response
through digital tools
Impact Summary
Communities came together on Facebook and Instagram to share their
experiences, connect with help and support, and rallied together to
assist with recovery efforts.
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Local community members impacted by the fires activated Safety Check to let friends and
family know they were safe and emergency response organisations regularly shared safety and
educational messages to keep the community updated. It was also a place where rebuilding
happened, as non-profits raised funds for response and recovery efforts and small business
owners got their business back on track.

Community response and recovery through Facebook

3 Crisis Response
Centres activated

19,000 fundraisers

Tens of thousands of
Australians

75 countries

Over 100 Facebook
Groups were created

$73 million

used Safety Check

were created

donated

was raised
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Direct Relief

Crisis Response Centre
Launched in November 2017, Crisis
Response is a tool where people can find
more information about recent crises and
access our crisis response tools – including
Safety Check, Community Help and
Fundraisers to support crisis recovery – all
in one place. It also includes links to articles,
videos and photos posted publicly by the
Facebook community, to help people be
more informed about a crisis.
During the 2019/2020 Australian bushfire
season, local communities activated the
Crisis Response tool on three occasions
and tens of thousands of Australians
marked themselves as safe using Safety
Check.
NOVEMBER 2019
Northern NSW fires

Disaster Maps
Crisis Response Centre tools

After a flood, bushfire or other natural
disaster, response organisations need
accurate information, and traditional
communication channels are often offline.

Safety Check
An easy way to let your friends and family know
you’re safe.

In past events, emergency responders
told us that they needed information to
paint a more complete picture of where
affected people are located so they
can determine where resources
— like food, water and medical supplies
— are needed and where people are out of
harm’s way. We responded with disaster
maps that use aggregated, de-identified
Facebook data to help organisations
address the critical gap in information
they often face when responding to
natural disasters.

Links to Articles, Photos and Videos
Crisis-related content from public posts can
help people learn more about a crisis.
Community Help
People can ask for and give help to communities
affected by the crisis.

LEARN MORE facebook.com/crisisresponse

During the 2019/202 Australian bushfire
season, we made Disaster Maps
available to Data for Good partners
including Direct Relief, a humanitarian
aid organisation focused on health and
emergency response. They used these
tools to analyse evacuation proceedings
and distributed more than 500,000
respiratory masks to the Australian states
of Victoria and New South Wales.

DECEMBER 2019
South Coast NSW fires
JANUARY 2020
Bushfires across VIC/SA
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How Facebook Disaster Maps help
Location density maps
Show where people are located before, during and
after a disaster. We can compare this information
to historical records, like population estimates
based on satellite images, which helps response
organisations understand areas impacted by a
natural disaster.
Movement maps
Illustrate patterns of movement between
different neighbourhoods or cities over a period
of several hours. By understanding these patterns,
response organisations can better predict where
resources will be needed, gain insight into patterns
of evacuation, or predict where traffic will be most
congested.
Safety Check maps
Show where our community uses Safety Check to
notify their friends and family that they are safe
during a disaster. We are using this de-identified
data in aggregate to show where more or fewer
people check in safe, which may help organisations
understand where people are most vulnerable and
where help is needed.

LEARN MORE facebook.com/crisisresponse
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Facebook Groups supporting bushfire communities
BUSHFIRE INFORMATION AND ALERTS

Let’s Talk Mental Health Facebook Group

Facebook Groups
Groups are a place to communicate about shared interests with
certain people. People in local communities also came together
in Facebook Groups to share information, connect to important
resources, and give support to one another.

GROUP

MEMBERS

GROUP DESCRIPTION

Blue Mountains Firewatch

20,000

Kept members up to date with local information.

Adelaide Hills Bushfires
Community Support

1,300

Specific relief and recovery support for those affected by
the Cudlee Creek bushfires.

Adelaide Hills Emergency Alerts

3,300

Emergency information and alerts in the Adelaide Hills
and Southern Mt Lofty Ranges areas.

Tathra Region Bushfire Help Group

800

Support channel for those needing help readying their
properties or relocating away from the area.

East Gippsland Fire Season

14,500

Public information about East Gippsland fires.

Mallacoota Community News

8,900

Sharing news and information relevant to the Mallacoota
Community and District.

NSW Rural Fire Service Shoalhaven members

207

A point of contact to Shoalhaven District members
through social media.

GROUP

MEMBERS

GROUP DESCRIPTION

Tradies for Fire Affected Communities

14,400

Provided immediate assistance from tool drops
to hay runs.

Bushfire Emergency accommodation in Canberra

8,800

Helped connect people evacuating their homes with
nearby accommodation.

#SlabsforHeroes

7,900

Focused on running water and supplies to firefighters
using a local business as a drop-off point.

Bushfire Support Albury/Wodonga

13,000

Support for those affected by Upper Murray fires.

GROUP

MEMBERS

GROUP DESCRIPTION

Animal Rescue Collective’s MacGyver Makers
Guild Group

4,400

Built structures and shelters for animals to hide in when
scrub was burnt away.

Animal Rescue Craft Guild Group

220,000

Sewed items such as joey pouches for orphaned wildlife.

Water Our Wildlife

5,500

Water stations to place in their yards/public spaces.

Animal Rescue Cooperative (ARC)

26,000

Helped rescue bushfire affected animals.

Gippsland Horse and Stock Safe – Bushfire
Assistance

4,800

Businesses making donations directly to farm gates.

DIRECT RESPONSE

Facebook Groups emerged with a purpose focussed on responding
and supporting people, communities and environments impacted
by the bushfires.

How Facebook Groups help people connect

WILDLIFE AND ENVIRONMENT

Existing local
community Groups
pivoting their purpose

New Groups and Pages
created by both local
authorities and local
community members

New Groups emerging
to offer support and
assistance

Groups such as Community
Noticeboards or Buy, Swap,
Sell became the place real
time updates were shared,
such as road closures and
weather pattern changes.

To share the most up to
date information and local
alerts in real time.

The generous outpouring
of community support was
offered both nationally and
internationally through
Facebook Groups providing
free services and supplies
for rebuilding.
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CASE STUDY

Charitable giving

Direct Relief and
Facebook Disaster Maps

Facebook has built tools that make
it easier for the community to help in
times of need and make donations
quickly and easily.

Direct Relief is a humanitarian aid organisation,
active in more than 80 countries, with a mission to
improve the health and lives of people affected by
poverty or emergencies – without regard to politics,
religion, or ability to pay.

Direct Relief used Facebook’s Disaster
Maps to monitor population densities
and determine where best to deploy their
support. Direct Relief worked with Qantas
Airlines to ship 500,000 N95 masks to
partners in eastern Australia working to
protect communities from the impact of
wildfire smoke, including the Australian Red
Cross and the Department of Health and
Human Services of Victoria.
						
Using Facebook’s Disaster Maps data, Direct
Relief identified the rate at which population
densities had decreased and increased in
certain areas throughout New South Wales,
particularly in the dense coastal zone from

Wollongong to Bega. Data from Facebook
Disaster Maps was proven extremely useful in
determining the areas most at risk from fires and
smoke in order to optimise distribution plans for
masks and other health supplies.
All users who are part of the data set had
opted-in to location tracking and their data
has been anonymised.

Facebook Fundraisers give individuals
and non-profits the ability to collect
donations through free tools and enable
supporters to fundraise on their behalf.
Non-profits using Facebook’s payment
platform to process donations pay no fee
— 100% of the donations go to the charity.
During the 2019/2020 Australian
bushfire season, the local and global
community came together to help
with relief and recovery efforts. Since
November 2019, over 19,000 fundraisers
were created on Facebook and people
from more than 75 countries donated
to support more than 250 non-profits in
relief and recovery efforts.

Noteworthy Facebook Fundraisers
Celeste Barber, an Australian actor, comedian
and writer raised more than AU$51M for
the Trustee for NSW Rural Fire Service and
Brigades Donations Fund from 1.3M+ donors.
A member of the community raised more
than AU$14M for NSW Wildlife Information
and Rescue Service (WIRES) from 309,000+
donors.
A member of the community raised
more than AU$1.8M for the Country Fire
Authority and Brigades Donations Fund
from 36,000+ donors.
*At the time of publishing, this is the largest-ever individual
Facebook Fundraiser globally.

We know how critical funds are in the wake of a crisis, so we worked with our
partner, PayPal Giving Fund Australia, to expedite payouts to ensure the funds were
received by the intended recipient organisations as soon as possible.

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY
www.directrelief.org
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PART 2

Water our Wildlife Canberra

Facebook’s response
and direct assistance

Impact Summary
Beyond providing digital platforms for
communities to connect online, Facebook
provided a series of programs and
investment supporting the Australian
community in relief and recovery efforts.
Our support focussed on providing
donations to local charities, empowering
local small business economies and
combating misinformation.
In response to the 2019/2020 bushfire
season, Facebook committed donations
and advertising coupons to non-profits,
small businesses and government
agencies in excess of $2.5M to aid direct
response and ongoing recovery efforts.

Over $2M donated
to Australian charities

700+

small businesses supported with
free Facebook advertising coupons

900+

small businesses supported with
free Boost with Facebook education

Boost with Facebook, Batemans Bay
14
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Small business recovery
To support the small businesses directly
impacted in fire-affected communities, we
created a comprehensive and unprecedented
package of support to help them recover
quickly and get back on their feet. Tools
like Facebook and Instagram, offer small
businesses the opportunity to be resilient
and adaptable, by keeping people in jobs and
digital shopfronts open.

CASE STUDY

The small business having a big impact on Aussie
cheese makers and bushfire communities

In February 2020 we launched the Facebook
Small Business Recovery support package
focussed on helping businesses in fire-affected
areas to promote and grow their business,
encourage tourism to their region and tell the
stories of their community. We helped more
than 700 small businesses with one-to-one
coaching and advertising coupons.

Cheese lovers Sam and Helen are the founders
of Cheese Therapy, a small business giving
Australian cheese lovers access to handmade
cheeses you won’t find in the supermarket.
Their ability to adapt to challenging conditions
has had a positive impact, helping artisan
cheese makers keep going, hire new staff and
continue producing through a global pandemic.

The Facebook Small Business Recovery support package

		 Access to a Facebook
Small Business Support
Specialist providing
one-to-one phone
consultation for coaching
and advice.

A free Facebook
advertising coupon to
the value of $200 AUD
to help businesses attract
new customers.

For the first few years, the two of them were
able to keep up with all the cheese orders that
came through their small online business. That
all changed in February 2020 with the launch
of their Therapy Box, a selection of cheeses
from an Aussie cheese maker impacted by the
bushfires.

Free Boost with Facebook
workshops, our best
practice education from the
Facebook Australia team,
with courses focussed on
online marketing, creative
tools, business growth,
tourism, community
building and fundraising.

Expecting to sell 50 Therapy Boxes, they sold
over 2,000 to customers across the country.
They now employ 15 people on packing
days, with five full-time staff in the office,
and four delivery drivers. They attribute this
unprecedented and sustained growth in their
business to the tools offered by Facebook.

LEARN MORE: facebook.com/boost/bushfires
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10,000

kgs of cheese made from
100,000L of local milk so far.

3,000+

Views of Sam’s Facebook LIVE
cheese-tasting seminars.
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Donations and Financial Assistance
NATIONAL RESPONSE AND RECOVERY
At the start of the bushfire crisis in November

•

Australian Red Cross

2019, Facebook committed a AU$250,000

•

Australia Zoo Wildlife Warriors

donation to the Australian Red Cross to support

•

CFS Foundation

relief and recovery efforts and provided ongoing

•

Foodbank Australia

support to help them in their fundraising

•

Gippsland Emergency Relief Fund

efforts. As the natural disaster continued to

•

Koala Hospital Port Macquarie

escalate and to help support and amplify the

•

RSPCA NSW

efforts of our community, Facebook committed

•

Rural Fire Brigades Association QLD

to matching up to AU$1 million in donations

•

St. Vincent de Paul Society

made to the GlobalGiving Australian Bushfire
appeal. GlobalGiving directed the funds to local,
community-led relief organisations in Australia.

Facebook Australia Groups Fund

AU$1,250,000 donated

In response to the trend of communities using
Facebook Groups to access information and
organise support and recovery efforts,
we wanted to elevate and further enable the
positive impact of their great work.

The grant program intends to provide short term

Eurobodalla Shire Council

We established the Facebook Australia Groups

Gippsland Regional Council

Fund, a AU$500,000 commitment to Facebook

This fund was previously named the Facebook Australia

Mount Barker Council

Group Admins to support their grassroots activity

Shoalhaven Council

that builds resilience in communities who have

Snowy Monaro Regional Council

been affected by crisis.

LOCAL RESPONSE AND RECOVERY
As part of our Boost with Facebook program
and our direct assistance offered to fire-affected
communities, we made donations to the local
council or mayoral fund for the towns we
committed to visiting.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bega Valley Shire Council
Blue Mountains City Council
Coffs Harbour City Council

AU$40,000 donated

FACEBOOK AUSTRALIA GROUPS
FUND RECIPIENTS

support to Groups Admins living in Australia who are
facilitating grassroots action in their communities and
are directly contributing to the relief or recovery efforts
across priority areas with grants up to AU$10,000.

Groups Fund: Bushfire and Drought Recovery and in
April 2020 we broadened it to take into account other
events and activities that Groups are organising to
support communities during the coronavirus pandemic.

•

Love the Bay BB, Batemans Bay NSW

•

Friends of Paynesville and Raymond Island,
Eagle Point VIC

MENTAL HEALTH
In addition to direct donations, and in

•

Beyond Blue

consideration of the long-term impacts of

•

Headspace

traumatic events on people’s mental health

•

Lifeline

and wellbeing of affected communities,

•

Kids Help Line

we worked closely with mental health

•

Reach Out

•

Let’s talk mental health, Moruya Heads NSW

•

Snowy Mountains Women in Business,
Jindabyne NSW

•

Supporting East Gippsland businesses in 2020,
East Gippsland VIC

•

Moo - Unmeet far south coast, Merimbula NSW

organisations to provide them with advertising

•

Schooling from Home Australia, Seaforth NSW

coupons to share resources and relevant

•

Plug a Business Tasmania, Hobart TAS

information with young people and adults
about managing anxiety and stress related to
natural disasters.

Further grant recipients to be announced in late 2020.

AU$250,000 donated
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AU$500,000 committed
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Addressing scams and misinformation
Our services were also a useful place people went
to find information and connect with communities
impacted. We delivered proactive response
programs to support the communities most
affected impacted and helped State and Federal
Government emergency services, small business,
non-profits and social support services. We also
worked to minimise people taking advantage of
community generosity or misfortune for their own
benefit, by monitoring for potential misinformation
and fundraising scams.

someone will view this in News Feed and places a
notification screen over the post indicating that the
claim has been found to be false.
We specifically ramped up our initiatives to combat
misinformation and scams during the Australian
bushfires, including working closely with third party
fact checkers on misinformation, and working with
consumer protection authorities around the country
to immediately act on reports of possible scam or
misleading activity.

Unfortunately, some people try to take advantage

CASE STUDY

of a crisis, including by running scams that imitate

Supporting East Gippsland Businesses in 2020
Facebook Group

for donations.

Hayley Hardy is a born and bred East Gippslander

Hayley wants to create a podcast with short 10

and is passionate about the incredible place she

minute stories about inspirational local

gets to call home. Hayley has had a career in

businesses who might not be able to tell their

marketing and currently works part time in the

stories themselves and continue fostering the

marketing team for the regional tourism body

Group as a space where community can come

as well as parenting her young family. When

together. They are just one of many Groups

the bushfires hit, Hayley saw an urgent need to

Facebook are supporting through the Facebook

support the local businesses around them or they

Australia Groups Fund, a AU$500,000 fund

simply wouldn’t survive. Hayley and some other

supporting Australian communities leading

friends with marketing expertise got together

grassroots relief and recovery efforts.

legitimate charities or organisations and ask

During the bushfire crisis, we continued to enforce
our Community Standards, that outline what is and is
not allowed on Facebook, which includes our efforts
to detect and remove malicious behaviour like scams
and reduce the spread of misinformation. However
many people, with good intentions who were trying to
drive awareness of the bushfires, were sharing images
or videos that were inadvertently wrong. In many
instances, these claims were debunked by other
members of the community or news organisations.
Facebook took a number of steps to combat the
spread of this misinformation by providing context

and started the Supporting East Gippsland

about what people see in their personal News Feed

Businesses in 2020 Facebook Group.

and continuing our fact-checking through third party
fact-checking partners in Australia, Agence France

Small regional towns have always known how to

Presse and Australian Associated Press.

pull together during tough times, and this spirit

If the post is rated ‘false’ by independent fact-

shone through in the Facebook Group. People

checking partners, it reduces the likelihood that

were soon taking pictures of the menu of their
favourite takeaway and sharing it in the Group
if the shop didn’t have a digital presence and

Our fact-checking partners
continue to actively work to identify
false news on our platform and you
can review their reports:
factcheck.afp.com/afp-australia

making sure everyone knew who needed a little
extra help. Hayley and her team also started to
pull together digital experts to offer free advice to
get online which was a lifeline for many.
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australia.fb.com
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